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Star Formation Rates
SFR measures the amount of stars generated each year in a
galaxy. It is proportional to the amount of light emitted by the
galaxy.
The light, depending on the frequency, probes a specific class
of stars present in the galaxy.
Usually the measurement requires:
● Dust absorption calibration;
● IMF and metallicity assumption;
● Redshift correction;
● Spectroscopic follow up.
We have developed a ML approach to photometrically derive
SFRs for a large subset of the SDSS - DR7.
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● Random forest (or random forests) is (are) an
ensemble classifier that consists of many decision
trees and outputs the class that is the mode of
individual trees output.
● The method combines Breiman's "bagging" idea with
the random selection of features
● It naturally provides a Feature Importance Ranking
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Artificial Neural Network:
- consists of simple, adaptive processing units, called
neurons
- the neurons are interconnected, forming a large network
- parallel computation, often in layers
- nonlinearities are used in computations
MLPQNA is a traditional MLP that implements as
training algorithm the Quasi Newton Approximation
(QNA), Brescia et al. 2013
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Why all-relevant feature selection is challenging?
Random accuracy fluctuation: the impact of random fluctuation in the prediction/classification accuracy of a learning
system. Such effect, common in all real problems, may condition and mask the true importance contribution of a
weakly relevant feature.
Does not affect the selection of strong relevant features;
Obscuration of weakly relevance: the detection of weakly relevant features can be completely obscured by the
strongly relevant ones.
High-correlation compromise: in the frequent case of important features highly correlated, it is difficult to find the
exact relevance contribution of single features. Shall we equally partition their importance and assign the same
relevance?

Shadow features method is specialized to solve first issue, Naïve-LASSO the third issue, while both solve the
second.
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1. Distribution that best fit the Δz_norm
distribution (Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Test);
2. Simulated several distribution with
increasing level of photoz
measurement accuracy.
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0.252
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0.248

1.99%

Stensbo-Smidt et al. 2016

0.274

0.013

0.274

1.85%

Improvement of the literature results

Work in progress
● Filtered the KB for objects on which our BPT
classification matched Brinchmann’s;
● Added WISE colors and magnitudes;
● Accounted for reddening;
● DR7 -> DR9 with updated SFRs.

KB shrinking from 603,680
galaxies to 196,652
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Thank You for the Attention

From this work we built a catalogue of
photometric SFRs for 27 million of galaxies
available on Vizier through the following link:
ftp://cdsarc.ustrasbg.fr/pub/cats/J/MNRAS/486/1377/

Feature Selection with ФLAB
What’s behind the ФLAB (Parameter Handling investigation Laboratory) project?....the property of feature importance
and relevance in the context of a parameter space used to approach any prediction/classification task with machine
learning methodology.
The importance of a feature is the relevance of its informative contribution to the solution of a learning problem.
The relevance of a feature can be formally defined as follows:
● Feature x is strongly relevant when removal of x from the parameter space always results in degradation of
learning accuracy
● Feature x is weakly relevant if is not strongly relevant and there exists at least one subset S of features such that
learning accuracy on S is worse than S U {x}
● Feature x is irrelevant if it is neither strongly nor weakly relevant.
feature selection problem taxonomy:
Minimal-optimal feature selection: selection of the smallest parameter space giving best accuracy. There are plenty of methods
proposed in literature, either for prediction and classification problems (PCA, leave-one-out, forward selection, backward elimination,
RF, PPS, Naive-Bayes, etc.).
All-relevant feature selection: the identification of the exact parameter space (all features) which are in some circumstances relevant
for the problem solution. Basically, finding all relevant features, instead of only the non-redundant or unuseful ones, may help to
understand the hidden mechanisms behind the problem. In more philosophical terms, it makes a predictive/classification model as a
gray box, instead of merely as a black box!
There are very few methods proposed in literature to solve this type of feature selection.
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We include two naive LASSO technique in PhiLAB:
1. A-LASSO: creates a list of features alternate to those selected
by the standard LASSO, associating to each feature a score
reflecting the performance degradation from the optimal
solution; PhiLAB selects only the features that achieve the
lowest score from the optimal solution.
2. E-LASSO: enumerates a series of of different feature subsets.
The optimal solution of a mathematical model is not always the
best solution to the physical problem.
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Trade-off between feature
selection performance and
flexibility in the analysis of the
parameter space. Degrading the
score solution to have more
flexibility.
Chance to obtain a better solution
to the physical problem
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Candidate Weak relevant features are selected
through the shadow features filtering process

Their importance is verified by A-LASSO and
confirmed by E-LASSO. (Parameter Space
exploration)
Kursa & Rudnicki 2010, Journal of Statistical Software, 36,
11
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ФLAB voting algorithm
0. Let it be PS={x1…xN} the initial complete Parameter Space composed by N real features;
1. Apply the Shadow Feature Selection (SFS method) and produce the following items:
➢ SF={x_s1…x_sN}, the list of shadow features, obtained by randomly shuffling the values of real features;
➢ IMP[PS, SF] for each x ϵ PS & for each x_s ϵ SF, the importance list of all 2N features, original and shadows;
➢ st: noise threshold, defined as the max{IMP[SF], for each x_s ϵ SF};
➢ BR={x ϵ PS t.c. IMP[x] ≥ st}, the set of best relevant real features;
➢ RF={x ϵ PS, rejected by the Shadow Feature Selection}, the set of excluded real features, i.e. not relevant;
➢ WR={x ϵ PS t.c. IMP[x] < st}, the set of weak relevant real features;
2. From the previous step, it resulted that PS ≡ {BR+WR+RF}. Now we consider the PSred= {BR+WR}, by excluding the rejected
features. In principle it may correspond to the original PS, in case of no rejections from the SFS;
a) If RF==ø && WR==ø, the SFS method confirmed all real features as high relevant, therefore return ALL-RELEVANT(PS), i.e.
the full PS, as the optimized parameter space and EXIT.
b) If RF≠ø && WR==ø, the SFS method rejected some features and confirmed others as high relevant, therefore return ALLRELEVANT(BR) as the optimized parameter space and EXIT.
c) If WR≠ø, regardless some rejections, SFS confirmed the presence of some weak relevant features that must be evaluated by
LASSO methods, therefore goto 3;

ФLAB voting algorithm
3. Given PSred= {BR+WR}, the set of candidate features, apply E-LASSO method. It produces:
➢ EL_S, a list of M subsets of features, considered as possible solutions, ordered by decreasing score;
a) If WR ⊆ EL_S, then all weak relevant features are possible solutions, therefore return ALLRELEVANT(BR+WR) as the optimized parameter space and EXIT.
b) Else goto 4;
4. Given PSred= {BR+WR}, the set of candidate features, apply A-LASSO method. It produces:
➢ AL_S, a set of T features, each one with a list of features List(t) considered as alternate solutions with a
certain score;
a) if AL_S ==ø then no alternate solutions exist, therefore:
i. If EL_S==ø then return ALL-RELEVANT(BR) as the optimized parameter space and EXIT.
ii. Else if EL_S≠ø then return ALL-RELEVANT(BR+EL_S) as the optimized parameter space and EXIT.
b) Else extract for each t ϵ T the alternate solution xas, t.c. Score(xas) = min{Score(y), Ɐ y ϵ List(t)};
c) goto 5.
4. For each x ϵ WR:
a) If x is alternate solution of at least one feature t ϵ T, t.c. [t ϵ BR || t ϵ EL_S], then retain x within WR set;
b) Else reject x (by removing x from WR);
5. Return ALL-RELEVANT(BR+WR) as the final optimized parameter space and EXIT.

